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Diagnostic Accuracy of Lumbosacral Spine
Magnetic Resonance Image Reading by
Chiropractors, Chiropractic Radiologists, and
Medical Radiologists
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Study Design. A cross-sectional diagnostic accuracy study was
conducted in 2 sessions.
Objective. It is important to know whether it is possible to
accurately detect “specific findings” on lumbosacral magnetic
resonance (MR) images and whether the results of different observers
are comparable.
Summary of Background Data. Health care providers
frequently use magnetic resonance imaging in the diagnostic
process of patients with low back pain. The use of MR scans is
increasing. This leads to an increase in costs and to an increase in
risk of inaccurately labeling patients with an anatomical diagnosis
that might not be the actual cause of symptoms.
Methods. A set of 300 blinded MR images was read by medical
radiologists, chiropractors, and chiropractic radiologists in 2
sessions. Each assessor read 100 scans in round 1 and 50 scans in
round 2. The reference test was an expert panel.
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For all analyses, the magnetic resonance imaging findings were
dichotomized into “specific findings” or “no specific findings.” For
the agreement, percentage agreement and κ values were calculated
and for validity, sensitivity, and specificity. Sensitivity analysis was
done for classifications A and B (prevalence of 31% and 57%,
respectively).
Results. The intraobserver κ values for chiropractors, chiropractic
radiologists, and medical radiologists were 0.46, 0.49, and 0.69 for
A and 0.55, 0.75, and 0.64 for B, respectively.
The interobserver κ values were lowest for chiropractors (0.28 for
A, 0.37 for B) and highest for chiropractic radiologists (0.50 for A,
0.49 for B).
The sensitivities of the medical radiologists, chiropractors, and
chiropractic radiologists were 0.62, 0.71, and 0.75 for A and 0.70,
0.74, 0.84 for B, respectively.
The specificities of medical radiologists, chiropractic radiologists,
and chiropractors were 0.82, 0.77, and 0.70 for A and 0.74, 0.52,
and 0.61 for B, respectively.
Conclusion. Agreement and validity of MR image readings of
chiropractors and chiropractic and medical radiologists is modest
at best. This study supports recommendations in clinical guidelines
against routine use of magnetic resonance imaging in patients with
low back pain.
Key words: radiologist, chiropractic, MRI, reliability, validity,
lumbar disc herniation, spinal stenosis.
Level of Evidence: 3
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U

se of magnetic resonance imaging in patients with
low back pain is increasing because of increased
availability, the high degree of anatomical detail, and
the assumed reassurance of the patient and the practitioner.1,2
Although clinical guidelines3–5 advise against routinely
imaging the lumbar spine, there has been a more than 300%
increase in the use of magnetic resonance imaging between
1994 and 2005.1 Also approximately one-third of Medicare
patients with low back pain received a MR before they were
treated conservatively.1
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As low back pain is very common, this increase in imaging not only leads to an increase in direct costs of imaging. In
addition, as imaging also has a substantial rate of false positives, this increase in imaging also increases the number of
patients inaccurately labeled with an anatomical diagnosis
that might not be the actual cause of symptoms. As it has been
shown that there is an association between rates of magnetic
resonance imaging utilization and back surgery,1 it might be
hypothesized that as a consequence of this increase, back surgery rates may increase.
In most countries, medical practitioners will refer patients
for magnetic resonance imaging when they find a clinical indicator of specific or serious pathologies during history taking
or physical examination. Medical radiologists prepare formal
reports to inform the medical practitioners of the findings. In
some countries also, primary care health care providers such
as chiropractic radiologists and chiropractors may also be
involved in the interpretation of MR images.
In both settings, imaging is recommended only when there
is a suspicion of a specific pathology such as infection, malignancy, fracture, herniated disc, or spinal stenosis.6 If such specific pathology is detected on MR image, either the patient
needs referral to a medical specialist or the intervention plan
needs to be modified.
So, various health care providers are involved in referring
and interpretation of diagnostic imaging in low back pain.
But there are some distinct differences in training between
these different professions.
Medical radiologists undergo at least 5 years of postgraduate training in diagnostic imaging and often work in hospitals
or diagnostic centers. Chiropractors are trained in diagnostic
imaging during their undergraduate education and interpret
diagnostic imaging in private practice. Chiropractic radiologists are chiropractors who undergo 3 years of postgraduate training in radiology. They teach at chiropractic colleges
or work in diagnostic imaging centers. Several studies have
investigated the diagnostic accuracy of reading MR image by
radiologists and medical specialists,7–16 but there are no studies
that directly compare the performance of chiropractors and
chiropractic radiologists with medical radiologists. Therefore, the aim of the current study is to evaluate the intra- and
interobserver agreement and validity of MR image interpretation of “specific findings” in the lumbosacral spine by medical
radiologists, chiropractic radiologists, and chiropractors.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
The study consisted of 2 parts. First, the intra- and interobserver agreement per professional group (medical radiologists, chiropractic radiologists, and chiropractors) was
evaluated and compared. Second, the validity of MR image
interpretation by the 3 professional groups was evaluated and
compared.

MR Images
Three hundred sets of MR images of the lumbosacral spine
of patients referred by primary care clinicians and specialists
E654
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were retrospectively selected, using a computerized database from a general hospital. Its medical ethical committee
approved the study. The magnetic resonance imaging unit
used was a 1.5 T Siemens Magnetom Avanto system. Each
magnetic resonance imaging study consisted of at least set of
T1- and T2-weighted spin-echo sagittal images and T1- and
T2-weighted spin-echo axial images from the L3 to L5 vertebral levels angulated through the disc.
Only MR scans of which the diagnostic quality of the
image was sufficient and obtained from patients 18 years of
age and older were included. The MR scans were blinded for
all patient characteristics and clinical data.
In this study, “specific findings” were defined as infections,
malignancies, fractures, herniated disc, and central stenosis.
The relevance of a specific finding on MR image when the
correlate with clinical examination findings, especially in primary care, is that regardless of the type of specific finding, the
patient needs referral to a medical specialist or the treatment
plan needs to be reassessed. The frequency of the “specific
findings” was slightly higher than the actual prevalence in primary care5 to ensure sufficient power. The prevalence of each
abnormality is presented in Table 1. To reflect everyday practice, we aimed to select scans with a range of different stages
of each specific finding.

TABLE 1. Prevalence of the “Specific Findings”

in the Final Set of MR Images Used in
This Study (n = 300)
Prevalence

Diagnosis*

No. of MR
Images (%)

1. Malignancy

2 (0.7)

2. Infection

3 (1.0)

3. Fracture

7 (2.3)

4. Herniated disc with clear nerve root
compression

75 (25.0)

5. Herniated disc with doubtful nerve root
compression

60 (20.0)

6. Herniated disc without nerve root compression

89 (29.7)

7. Central stenosis with nerve root compression

23 (7.7)

8. Central stenosis with doubtful nerve root
compression

35 (11.7)

9. Central stenosis without nerve root
compression

19 (6.3)

Prevalence of classification A is 31% and consists of specific findings 1, 2, 3,
4, and 7. Prevalence of classification B is 57% and consists of specific findings 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, and 8.
*An overrepresentation of these important findings was used as described
in the methodology. Different “specific findings” can be present in 1 case.
If a “specific finding” is present at more than 1 level, it was counted as 1
“specific finding.”
MR indicates magnetic resonance.
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Reference Test

Rating List

A chiropractic radiologist and a medical radiologist, neither
of whom participated in this study as an assessor, dichotomized the magnetic resonance imaging studies into “specific”
versus “no specific” findings. A second medical radiologist
checked a random sample of the “normal” scans, 75 “abnormal” scans to confirm the “specific findings,” and the quality
of the scans. If consensus could not be reached between the
experts (in 6 cases) about “specific findings,” the first medical
radiologist made the final decision.
As the criteria to define nerve root involvement in disc
herniation and central stenosis are not always clear-cut, 2
classifications were applied to the MR images with “specific
finding.” In classification A malignancy, fracture, infection,
herniated disc with definite nerve root involvement, and central stenosis with definite nerve root involvement were classified as a “specific finding” (prevalence 31%). In classification
B, herniated disc with doubtful nerve root involvement and
central stenosis with doubtful nerve root involvement were
also labeled as “specific findings” (prevalence 57%).

Definitions for “specific findings” were derived from the literature and consensus and collected in a detailed handbook14,17–19
(see Supplemental Digital Content Appendix, available at:
http://links.lww.com/BRS/A972). Each assessor noted the
presence of each “specific finding” separately. Scores of each
assessor were dichotomized in “abnormal” and “normal.”

Analysis
The sample size was calculated according to Sim and Wright.20
The number of subjects required in a 2-rater study assuming
that the null hypothesis value of κ is 0.40 and 0.30 proportion
of positive ratings is 255 with a power of 90%. Our pooled
κ was based on 3 κ values as each assessor read only 100
images as described previously.

Agreement

We calculated the agreement percentages and Cohen κ. Values of κ less than 0.20 indicate poor agreement, whereas values between 0.20 and 0.40 indicate fair agreement, between
0.40 and 0.60 moderate agreement, between 0.60 and 0.80
substantial agreement, and values exceeding 0.80 indicate an
almost perfect agreement.21
For intraobserver agreement, the ratings of the same assessor in rounds 1 and 2 were used. The κ values and agreement
percentages for both classifications were calculated for all
assessors in SPSS 17.0.
To arrive at a κ per professional group, the κ values and
standard error of the assessors per professional group were
calculated and combined to a weighted κ and 95% confidence
interval, using the Stata procedure “metan” as described by
DerSimonian and Laird.22 The assigned weights were the precisions, which is the inverse of the variance or the inverse of
the square of the SE. This method is often used in fixed-effects
meta-analysis.
The results for the 3 professional groups were pairwise compared (for pair i, j) using the test statistic z =
A P value of 0.05 or less was considered significant.

Assessors
Six chiropractors, 6 chiropractic radiologists, and 6 medical
radiologists were invited to participate.

Design
The MR images were divided in 6 groups of 50 images; the
prevalence of specific findings was approximately equal in
each group. Each set of 50 images was randomly ordered, differently in both sessions. The images were provided in Dicom
files on DVD. The viewing program K-Pacs 1.6.0 was used.
All assessors, who were unaware of the total number of
abnormal images, evaluated the images independently. In
every professional group, the first 2 assessors read 1 to 100
images, the third and fourth assessors read 101 to 200 images,
and the fifth and sixth assessors read 201 to 300 images. After
3 months, assessors reread 50 images of the initial set of 100
images (Table 2).

TABLE 2. Design of the Test-Retest Study for Each Group of Raters
Raters
Rater 1

Rater 2

Round
1

Round
2

Round
1

1–50

X

X

X

51–100

X

Rater 3
Round
1

Round
2

Round
1

101–150

X

X

X

151–200

X

Rater 5
Round
2

Round
1

201–250

X

X

X

251–300

X

X

Round
2

Rater 6

Round
1

MR Images

Round
2

Rater 4

Round
2

X
X

X
X

X

MR indicates magnetic resonance.
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For the interobserver agreement, the ratings of 2 members
of a particular professional group who read the same images
(round 1) were used. The pooled interobserver agreement
per professional group was calculated in a similar way as the
intraobserver agreement; only now the κ values and agreement percentages were calculated for all pairs per professional
group. The results for the 3 groups were compared similarly
to the intraobserver agreement.

Validity

The 2 × 2 tables for both classifications were produced with
the results of round 1 for each assessor. The results were
pooled in Stata using procedure metandi, because there is a
negative correlation between sensitivity and specificity and,
therefore, the pooling of the sensitivity and specificity needs
to be performed simultaneously.23
The pooled sensitivities and specificities of the different
professional groups were compared in the same way as the
agreement.

RESULTS
Assessors
A total of 18 assessors initially agreed to participate in the
study. One medical radiologist and 1 chiropractic radiologist did not score any of the images because of lack of time.
One medical radiologist scored 19 studies and 1 chiropractic
radiologist scored 33 studies. Two medical radiologists scored
only the first round. All other assessors scored both rounds.

One of the medical radiologists (n = 5) was in his last
year of postgraduate training. The experience of the other
medical radiologists, working in 3 different hospitals in the
Netherlands, ranged from 3 to 32 years (median of 4 yr) and
all had a specialization in neuroradiology. The professional
experience of the chiropractic radiologists (n = 5) varied
from 5 to 25 years (median of 9 yr). One of them worked
in Australia and the others in the United States. Five of the
chiropractors (n = 6) had graduated from the same college.
All of them worked in private practice in the Netherlands for
3 to 8 years.

Agreement
Intraobserver Agreement
For classification A, the medical radiologists demonstrated
substantial agreement, whereas the chiropractic radiologists
and chiropractors demonstrated moderate agreement; this
difference was statistically significant. For classification B,
the chiropractic radiologists and medical radiologists demonstrated substantial intraobserver agreement, whereas the chiropractors demonstrated moderate agreement. The difference
between the chiropractors and chiropractic radiologists was
statistically significant (Table 3).
Interobserver Agreement
All κ values of the chiropractic radiologists and medical radiologists were moderate. The κ values of the chiropractors
were fair. For classification A, the chiropractic radiologists

TABLE 3. Intraobserver Agreement (Rounds 1–2) in the Interpretation of Lumbosacral MR Images

(n = 300) for Specific Findings in Classifications A and B per Professional Group and the
Comparison of the 3 Professional Groups
Intraobserver Agreement

Comparison of the κ of the 3 Professional Groups

Classification A*

Classification A*

Professional Group

Agreement
Percentage
(Range)

κ (95% CI)

Chiropractors (n = 6)

66%–84%

0.46 (0.35–0.56)

Chiropractic radiologists (n = 4)

64%–84%

0.49 (0.37–0.61)

Medical radiologists (n = 2)

86%–88%

0.69 (0.56–0.83)

Chiropractors
vs. Chiropractic
Radiologists (P)
0.68
NS

Classification B†
Chiropractors (n = 6)

68%–84%

0.55 (0.45–0.64)

Chiropractic radiologists (n = 4)

86%–92%

0.75 (0.64–0.85)

Medical radiologists (n = 2)

80%–84%

0.64 (0.48–0.79)

Chiropractors vs.
Medical
Radiologists (P)

Chiropractic
Radiologists vs.
Medical
Radiologists (P )

0.007

0.02

Classification B†
0.006

0.32

0.26

NS

NS

*Prevalence 31%.
†Prevalence 57%.
95% CI indicates 95% confidence interval; NS, not significant (P > 0.05).
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performed significantly better than the chiropractors; all other
comparisons were not statistically significant (Table 4).

Validity
The pooled sensitivities and specificities are presented in
Table 5. The sensitivity in our study ranged from 0.62 to
0.87 and specificities ranging from 0.52 to 0.82.
For classification A, there were no statistically significant
differences between the groups. For classification B, the specificity of the chiropractic radiologists was statistically significantly lower than that of the medical radiologists, but the
sensitivity of the chiropractic radiologists was statistically significantly higher than that of the medical radiologists.

DISCUSSION
This diagnostic accuracy study showed that agreement of the
medical radiologists and chiropractic radiologists was higher
than that of chiropractors, but overall, the agreement was
moderate. The validity was reasonable, but still a substantial
number of MR images were misclassified.

Agreement
It was difficult to compare our results with those in other
studies, because most other studies have calculated κ values
for specific signs at specific levels instead of calculating a κ
value for the classification of “specific findings” as we applied
in our study. There were also differences in prevalence and

patient populations. In most other studies, the patient population was more homogeneous, for example, candidates for
surgery.7–9,24 In our study, the images were obtained from all
patients referred for lumbosacral magnetic resonance imaging. The heterogeneity of patients might explain the lower
agreement compared with other studies. However, our findings better reflect the situation in primary care.
Two studies included different health care providers.25,26
Speciale et al25 found that medical radiologists scored better
than other health care providers, whereas Lurie et al26 found
less difference between different health care providers, which
probably more closely matches our outcomes.
Several studies8,9,14,27,28 have assessed agreement identifying
nerve root involvement, caused by herniated discs or central
stenosis, showing moderate agreement. Although our study
was not limited to these criteria, herniated discs and central
stenosis with nerve root involvement were the most common
“specific findings” in our study. As such, our results seem
consistent with what has been previously published.
Although these previous studies7–9,14,24–29 were different in
design, similar κ values were reported. Combining the results
of our study with the published studies seems to suggest that
in clinical practice only moderate agreement can be expected.

Validity
The ideal “gold standard” would be to confirm all specific
findings by combination of clinical findings, laboratory test,

TABLE 4. Interobserver Agreement in the Interpretation of Lumbosacral MR Images (n = 300) for

Specific Findings in Classifications A and B per Professional Group (Round 1) and the
Comparison of the 3 Professional Groups
Interobserver Agreement

Comparison of the κ of the 3 Professional Groups

Classification A*

Classification A*

Professional Group

Agreement
Percentage
(Range)

κ (95% CI)

Chiropractors (n = 6)

62%–71%

0.28† (0.18–0.38)

Chiropractic radiologists (n = 5)

66%–88%

0.50‡ (0.36–0.64)

Medical radiologists (n = 5)

69%–90%

0.43‡ (0.27–0.60)

Chiropractors
Chiropractors
Chiropractic
vs. Chiropractic
vs. Medical
Radiologists vs. Medical
Radiologists (P) Radiologists (P)
Radiologists (P)
0.01

Classification B§
Chiropractors (n = 6)

69%–73%

0.37† (0.28–0.47)

Chiropractic radiologists (n = 5)

67%–91%

0.49‡ (0.35–0.63)

Medical radiologists (n = 5)

73%–74%

0.46‡ (0.30–0.62)

0.11

0.57

NS

NS

Classification B§
0.17

0.38

0.55

NS

NS

NS

*Prevalence 31%.
†Combines the results of 3 pairs.
‡Combines the results of 2 pairs.
§Prevalence 57%.
95% CI indicates 95% confidence interval; NS, not significant (P > 0.05).
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0.71 (0.51–0.85)
0.75 (0.66–0.82)
0.62 (0.47–0.74)

Professional Group

Chiropractors (n = 6)

Chiropractic radiologists (n = 5)

Medical radiologists (n = 5)

0.82 (0.74–0.88)

0.77 (0.68–0.84)

0.70 (0.60–0.79)

Pooled
Specificity
(95% CI)

0.87 (0.83–0.91)
0.74 (0.68–0.79)

Chiropractic radiologists (n = 5)

Medical radiologists (n = 5)

0.74 (0.67–0.80)

0.52 (0.42–0.63)

0.61 (0.51–0.71)

*Prevalence 31%.
†Prevalence 57%.
95% CI indicates 95% confidence interval; NS, not significant (P > 0.05).

0.79 (0.62–0.90)

Chiropractors (n = 6)

Classification B†

Pooled
Sensitivity
(95% CI)

Classification A*

Validity

NS

NS

NS

NS

0.24

0.35

0.71

0.37

Pooled
Specificity

Pooled
Sensitivity

Chiropractors vs.
Chiropractic Radiologists (P)

NS

0.08

Pooled
Specificity

NS

0.54

NS

0.06

Classification B†

NS

0.45

Pooled
Sensitivity

Chiropractors vs.
Medical Radiologists (P)

Classification A*

0.005

NS

0.12

Pooled
Sensitivity

0.0007

NS

0.38

Pooled
Specificity

Chiropractic Radiologists vs.
Medical Radiologists (P)

Comparison of the 3 Professional Groups

Professional Group in Session 1 and the Comparison of the 3 Professional Groups

TABLE 5. Validity of the Interpretation of Lumbosacral MR Images (n 苷 300) for Specific Findings in Classification A and B per
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results of other diagnostic imaging, surgical results, and an
expert panel opinion,8,9,14,27,30,31 but this was not feasible in our
study. The expert opinion was the best possible reference test
we could accomplish. As the aim of the study was to compare
and contrast the magnetic resonance imaging readings of these
3 professional groups and not to achieve “absolute” validity,
the “relative” sensitivities and specificities were calculated.
The sensitivity of the findings in this study ranged from 0.62
to 0.87, with specificity ranging from 0.52 to 0.82. The sensitivities achieved by chiropractors and chiropractic radiologists were higher than those achieved by medical radiologists.
However, the medical radiologists reached higher specificities.
Chiropractors and chiropractic radiologists, if in doubt about
a finding, tend to make a cautious decision to classify the MR
image as abnormal in order not to under-report severe pathology. This is the preferred strategy in primary care. Medical
radiologists are generally better in identifying true negatives.
This means that for medical radiologists, the positive predictive value of reading isolated images is the highest.
Having said that, the results showed that in general there
was considerable misclassification in all 3 groups.

Analysis of 2 Classifications
Defining nerve root involvement in the presence of herniated
disc or central stenosis is not as clear-cut as compared with
some other specific findings.27 For example, the loss of anterior height of the vertebral body (>20% compared with the
posterior height) is a clearly defined criterion for a compression fracture.
Therefore, similar to clinical practice, the assessors had to
choose between definite, doubtful, and no nerve root involvement. The results were analyzed for 2 different classifications.
The effect of this sensitivity analysis was greater for the κ values of the chiropractors than for the κ values of the other
professions. Chiropractors were less certain about classifying
nerve root involvement.

Assessors
Because of the considerable time investment by the participants, we decided to invite a convenience sample of health
care professionals from our network. Consequently, it may be
questionable whether they are an accurate representation of
their professions. However, the assessors in all 3 professions
worked at different practices and hospitals and a range of
years of experience per professional group was accomplished.
This variation in work setting and experience is in our opinion an adequate representation of usual practice.25
When interpreting sensitivity and specificity, some issues
need to be taken into account. First, we used slightly higher
prevalence rates to achieve sufficient power. A higher prevalence than in clinical practice may increase the sensitivity
and lower the specificity,32 because the assessors are more
likely to score an image as abnormal, although the assessors
are unaware of the prevalence of specific findings.11,12,33,34
Second, all images were obtained from the same hospital
thereby decreasing the variability that is expected to be present in everyday clinical practice where MR images will come
Spine
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from different hospitals. Moreover, consensus was reached
on the definition of clinical entities and the scoring instructions, which will also lead to less variability as compared with
everyday clinical practice.8,9 In other words, the sensitivity
and specificity as presented in this study, though moderate at
best, could even be an overestimation of the true sensitivity
and specificity in primary care.
In routine clinical practice, the results of MR images will
always be used in combination with clinical information and
other test results. The effect of withholding clinical information is not clear in the literature; it may have lowered the
agreement and validity compared with clinical practice and
may have had a greater effect on the results of the chiropractors. Radiologists are more accustomed to receive scarce
patient information.27,30,35–37

Implication for Clinical Practice
If only moderate agreement and validity of MR image interpretation can be realized in clinical practice beside poor correlation between image findings and clinical examination,
magnetic resonance imaging should not be routinely used in
patients with low back pain. This is in line with international
guidelines.1,2,38,39 Imaging these patients can result in overdiagnosis of abnormalities, which can lead to an increase in referral to medical specialists, increased surgery rates, and higher
costs. Besides, routine imaging is not associated with better
patient outcomes and it can expose patients to unnecessary
harm.28
Although guidelines recommend against the routine use of
magnetic resonance imaging in patients with nonspecific low
back pain, rates of utilization are still increasing.4 The results
of this study underpin the guidelines and show that implementation of back pain guidelines have the highest priority.
In summary, the agreement and validity of magnetic resonance imaging interpretation of chiropractors and chiropractic and medical radiologists is modest at best. This study
supports clinical guidelines in their recommendations against
routine use of magnetic resonance imaging in clinical management of patients with low back pain.

➢ Key Points
 Several health care providers can be involved in
the interpretation of MR images of the lumbar
spine. Therefore, it is important to evaluate the
reliability and validity of MR image interpretation
of “specific findings” in the lumbosacral spine.
 Agreement and validity of MR image readings of
chiropractors and chiropractic and medical radiologists is modest at best.
 This study supports clinical guidelines in their
recommendations against routine use of magnetic resonance imaging in clinical management
of patients with low back pain.
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